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”Behind every product lies 
a story. Sometimes it’s 
obvious and can be read in 
the visual appearance of the 
product, and sometimes it 
is subtle and to be found in 
the detail. But the story is 
always there” B U S K + H E R T Z O G



Magnus Olesen A/S is a 
Danish furniture company. 
For more than 75 years, 
Magnus Olesen has 
manufactured design 
furniture for Danish homes, 
public institutions, airports 
and corporate companies. 

Magnus Olesen works with 
the best Danish furniture 
designers and has its own 
production in Denmark, 
based upon expert 
craftsmanship and 
competence. 



QUALITY
The basis of our 
production is the use of 
sustainable products, 
high quality materials, 
and durability. 
Whenever possible, we 
use PEFC (Programme 
for the Endorsement 
of Forest Certificati-
on) - and FSC (Forest 
Stewardship Council) 
-certified wood, and our 
lacquer is free from 
formaldehyde. 
All products are tested 
by DTI (the Danish Insti-
tute of Technology) to 
the highest test level. 
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Pause - a functional series of light tables and 
chairs, suiting perfectly canteens or 
conference rooms. The seat and back of the 
chair are moulded veneer with  upholstery,  with 
laminate or with linoleum which is anti-bacterial 
and sound-absorbing . The material’s slim lines 
combined with the light construction, ensures 
a light-weight chair, which is easily stacked or 
placed in rows for conference use. The Pause 
chair is available with and without arms. 

mangler billede½

Suspension brackets, linking device, trolley and 
writing tablet are all available as accessories for 
the chair. The Pause series also contains a light bar 
chair in two heights as well as a table series, 
characterised by a light and simple design. The 
Pause tables are sturdy  square, rectangular and 
circular tables, easy to clean and easy to move.  
The slim table top may be in compact laminate or 
in plywood with laminate. 





Frame
Tubular steel  – bright 
chrome or powder 
coated.

Seat and back
Moulded veneer with 
laminate, linoleum or 
upholstery. 
A company or institute 
logo can be placed on 
both seat and back. 

Arms
Black PUR rubber.

Upholstery
Back and seat surface 
upholstered or fully 
upholstered with fabric 
or leather on 
fire-retardant CMHR 
polyurethane foam. The 
leather version is also 
available with stitchings 
in contrast colours. 

Accessories 
Tables with compact
laminate with black 
core, or plywood with 
laminate -  table top 
thickness 12mm.  
The tables are delivered 
with adjustable feet.
Suspension bracket, 
trolley and linking device 
for chairs. 
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